Inspiration for a Yoga of Synthesis
The Seven Rays manifesting at the peak of their potential, sound forth in time and
space as a harmonic chord. That chord expresses the perfect equation of Synthesis,
which is Logoic Purpose manifesting as the Plan. Each person is a focal point for
the manifesting creation of Logic Purpose.
The Law of Correspondences as expressed in geometrical patterns and numerical
progressions ever enables the understanding of the Purpose and Plan of the
Planetary Logos. These were established before the worlds were created and find
their prototypes on the Kosmic mental plane.
As initiates we attune our consciousness to planetary, systemic and certain cosmic
influences. We become a lens through which the many Lights which are Energy
itself can stream. Thus we are planetary servers.
Progress towards right understanding of cyclic living will come with meditation
on the twelve signs of the zodiac. As the world adjusts to a more stable rhythm,
these meditations brighten the web of life to produce more effective spiritual
living.

As we engage in the process of cyclic living
we are moving into our place within Synthesis
of the Life of our Planetary Logos.
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A Yoga of Synthesis Fire Meditation
ENTER INTO GROUP ALIGNMENT
As consciousness standing midway between Spirit and Matter, contemplate the Triangle:
٠۰Spirit as a point Blue-White Fire;
٠۰Consciousness as a point of Golden Fire;
٠۰Matter as a point of Violet Fire.
Merge the Three until there is One point of Fire.
This is the DEVA OF SYNTHESIS – the perfect equation between Spirit, Matter and
Consciousness; the precipitating Agent of the Divine Plan for any life It contacts.
Visualize the descent of the DEVA – the perfect Fire – into the outer life and affairs of this group
life. See it consuming the forms of the outer life and affairs from within:
٠۰Giving to each form the life of service as it is consumed;
٠۰Aligning it perfectly with its higher counterpart and the Purpose for which it was created;
٠۰Transmuting all opposition to the Divine Plan into active service to the Plan; and
In the consummation of the form, know the perfect Sounding forth of its Note,
Sound the OM
Align with:
٠۰The Ashramic Group Life and its Focal Point;
٠۰The Overshadowing Christ;
٠۰The Planetary Logos;
٠۰The Avatar of Synthesis;
Creating within the Etheric Body of the Logos on all levels of vibrating matter, a Center of
Synthesis.
Sound the OM
Visualize:
٠۰Alignment between the Planetary Logos, Logos of Venus and Logos of the Spiritual Sun.
٠۰The Alignment of this Solar Triangle via a higher Cosmic Triangle with the Cosmic Christ.
٠۰The movement issuing forth from the Cosmic Christ of the Note of HIS Purpose within the
impulse of Synthesis.
٠۰Contemplate the movement down the Alignment from the Cosmic Christ – that perfect FIRE
which we identify as Synthesis; and
٠۰Bring it into focus within this Center of Synthesis in the Etheric Body of the Planetary Life.
Visualize the threefold Fire within the Center and focus it into the life and affairs of humanity
whose function is to fulfill the Purpose of the Planetary Logos.
Sound the om
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Living the Energy of Libra
LIBRA is the energy of equilibrium bringing about the balance between the pair of
opposites, the inner and the outer, the higher and the lower. It nurtures the poise
that allows one to invoke and to evoke, that yields synthesis, and that produces the
empathetic understanding that is compassion. It brings an interlude of balance as a
prelude to a more effective and sensitive progress on the path. Libra is a cardinal
air sign focusing Venusian and 5th Ray Energies. The 7th Ray working through
Uranus rules Libra embodies the principle of concretion and materialization of that
which is in need of objective manifestation, through the bringing together of Spirit
and matter. Libra is constantly spinning threads of relationships, creating a
sensitive network of meanings that result in synthesis. Ray 3 in Libra weaves the
threads of relationship between the pairs of opposites in the zodiacal wheel to bring
all into balance in Divine Law and Order for the cycle under consideration.
Libra is the zero point through which consciousness relates Spirit and matter with a
growing sense of awareness. The key words for this energy are poise, equilibrium
and synthesis. Poise is characterized by a quiet interlude. This can look like
inertia, but fives the opportunity for self-actualization. Grace is an aid in achieving
the point of balance. The balance is dynamic, like an ice skater in a perfect spin.
It has a tension that moves one to the recognition of synthesis, of transformation.
The gradual process of interior transformation changes the way we experience Life
and brings in a new quality of information- a higher understanding of the pairs of
opposites. Thus a restructuring of consciousness takes place.
Libran energy is an expression of totally accepted relatedness placing the group as
the negative polarity of the Cosmic Christ. Once one accepts the relationship with
Will, there is the ability for much more authentic and fearless giving of self. The
influence o Libra should be in childhood along spiritual lines, Right relationship,
self control and unselfishness require adult support. The result is that every person
may know him or herself to be a valued member of society.
I choose the way that leads between the two great lines of force.
INVOCATION-EVOCATION is the method whereby the desired relationship is
brought about between all units of life in order for the process of the Science of
Impression to take place in Divine Law and Order. Spirit and matter, consciousness
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and understanding, subjective and objective living are brought together in a new
relationship of Divine Polarity. A seed for the new pattern of civilization is planted.
Choosing to blind oneself to the lower mind’s illusions, higher focus on the part of
the individual is required to achieve the balanced poise of Libra which creates an
opening through which the energies of the Cardinal Cross can flow. Resting in this
interlude, a fullness of alignment occurs. Poised between being and doing, in deep
steadiness, subtler choices are presented giving one more creative freedom as we
recognize Soul’s purpose, the weaving of new archetypes through which the Plan
can manifest.
Knowing that Spirit and matter are a polarity pervaded by
consciousness, one recognizes the power that right choices yield. One moves up
the spiral between matter and spirit, between the individual will and the collective
to achieve the balanced middle way of the Christ Consciousness which is the
individual, monadic divinity of each spark of consciousness.
I stand receptive to that Divine Intelligence
Which produces the activity of the Plan.
Right action is revealed to me and
I am made whole.
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Living the Energy of Scorpio
All spiritual seekers know the Energy of SCORPIO for it rules the Path of
Discipleship. Focusing 6th Ray Energy through Mars, it is also called the sign of
testing. The tests are 9-fold: sex, comfort, money, fear, hate, ambition, pride,
separativeness and cruelty. We learn problems must be solved from a higher level
than they appear. The purpose is not pass/fail, but to temper the seeker who
becomes strong as steel in the one-pointed pursuit of Truth and Service. Tension,
crisis, triumph is the method. The theory of dissipative structure applies. According
to the theory a system [individual] takes in more and more energy [tension] until it
falls apart [crisis]. Then the system reorganizes at a higher level of sophistication
[triumph]. In the case of the spiritual seeker one must remember that energy
follows thought, and it is those choices/decisions made at the time of crisis that
determine the quality of triumph. Ray 4 in Scorpio brings the Beauty and Harmony
of the Higher into the lower.
The mediating consciousness is the Beautiful Warrior who guides one through the
battle between the soul and the persona. Scorpio energies deepen our
understanding of the sacred Path of the Spiritual Warrior, penetrating even further
into that which is hidden, while transferring power from ‘below’ and lifting it into
the light as we embody ‘higher’ energies. One learns detachment, perspective and
Trust as the patterns are perceived that give coherence to life. Applying the Willto-Love and the Will-to-Listen, one achieves that transmutation that leads to the
harmonization of the personal with the Soul.
Warrior am I and from the battle I emerge triumphant.
ALIGNMENT establishes the Center of Synthesis within the body of our
Planetary Logos and within the three worlds of human endeavor. Alignment is the
tool of the warrior. It is not necessary to look away from or beyond discord to find
harmony. Beauty and Harmony are everywhere equally present in essence, and are
made visible via recognition and invocation.
Alignment is the key to success in Scorpio and through it we discover the
importance of the group in doing this work. Every new point of balance requires a
readjustment of the alignment in concert with all the we know and are
experiencing. Beauty is a primary theme, evoking our skills in communication and
creativity.
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I stand receptive to the Sound of the Overshadowing Soul.
Aspire to sense the frequency of that Silent Sound,
To understand its meaning,
And to then reproduce it harmonically
Within the world of the persona,
Realizing that this vibration,
This harmony
Is an attribute of the Soul.
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Living the Energy of Sagittarius
SAGITTARIUS is a mutable fire sign that is ruled by Earth and the 3rd Ray. The
energy is characterized by one-pointed aspiration. It leads one to discover the
power within oneself to make progress on the path through control and right use of
thought, leading to right use of speech. Conflict is brought into the life because six
of the seven Rays reach the individual directly or indirectly through this sign.
Thus, Sagittarius is about learning to multitask and integrate all one’s efforts
toward a single goal. Then the energy pauses; there is rest. Then another goal is
sensed and the effort begins again! In this process Sag teaches what is true for one;
but that truth is not for all. However, all truths lead to the One Truth. With Rays 1,
2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 all pouring into humanity through Sagittarius, Harmony through
Conflict is ceaselessly active. The intensity of destruction that brings change
emphasizes the necessity to harmonize the new goal with the foundation of the
past. A one-pointed intelligent common sense is brought to the process of change.
A dynamic fire of devotion to the next step in the manifestation of the Divine Plan
for humanity characterizes every disciple.
Sagittarius is a multifaceted energy that demands alignment, silence and
detachment. It pulls the individual towards intuitive perception which yields
Creativity and Joy. To enter the energy is to align in aspiration with ongoing
evolution, a process of integration and synthesis.
I see the goal and I reach that goal and then I see another.
PURPOSE within each cycle sets a goal for Service for every disciple and
discipleship group – each making their own contribution to the manifesting Divine
Plan for humanity. Purpose known to consciousness is sensed as an ideal and then
formulated as a goal. Service is a series of divine acts and States of Consciousness
to be made manifest throughout one or more incarnations.
Alignment, vertical and horizontal, leads to Wholeness, the synthesis of Being and
Becoming or Fullness of Self, in which the Silence deepens and new energies pour
in. Consciousness is the witness of the union of Spirit and Matter, infusing its
instruments with the Archetypes in closest relationship with our Planetary Logos.
Thus the vision shifts to a higher turn of the spiral, the individual comes into
conscious relationship with the stars, and one chooses new, higher purpose.
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I stand receptive to the Divine Ideas of the Soul,
before they have taken form.
I listen to the Sound of the Overshadowing Soul.
I respond to the downward and outward movement of the Soul
which produces its inward and upward growth.
Thus the consciousness knows in actuality,
a perfect equation of Synthesis
– of Spirit, Matter and Consciousness.
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Living the Energy of Capricorn
CAPRICORN is a cardinal sign [the cross of Spirit] ruled by Saturn. It focuses the
3rd Ray with the addition of the 5th Ray when we are ready to implement mental
discernment. Capricorn is said to guard the secret of the Soul itself and is the door
to identification with Spirit. In this sign Saturn reveals the nature of intelligent
substance, Venus reveals the nature of intelligent love and the Earth reveals the
synthesis of the two. The energy moves in a spiral bringing in something new
requiring effort, strain and struggle, forcing the individual to go deeper and deeper
inward until s/he emerges at a higher turn of the spiral. The cycle repeats and
repeats until one discovers that the Kingdom of God is within and one identifies as
a Spiritual Being.
The energy of Capricorn draws us upward and inward beyond the silence that is the quieting of
the mind and into the Silence that is the journey Home. Simplicity and attention to structure are
required to perceive the needs calling for conscious action. One must accept the Power that
enables the Will- the willingness to manifest Purpose.
Balance yielding no distortion, no karmic reaction and allowing expression of spiritual integritythat synthesis of the highest and lowest one can experience which leads to fusion of the personal
with the group, the soul with the Monad. Silence beyond silence, beyond the stilling of the
mind, strengthening and leading different, more inclusive realms. Awareness of spiraling cycles
within cycles and the patterns they generate. These along with the Will that transmutes and
sustains, that draws us into relationship not only with Earth, but also the Solar Logos so that we
may glimpse Purpose characterize the energy of Capricorn.

Lost am I in light supernal, yet on that light I turn my back.
SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY sets the quality of disciples’ Ashramic Service
Relationships into all aspects of their activities and relationships. Spiritual Integrity
is born of Right Identification. Let your recognition of the One bring the many
voices into synthesis within the I Am.
Rays 1, 3 & 7 in Capricorn set the Divine Will of our Solar Logos and His
relationships within the Solar System into right relationship with the Intelligent
Substance of His body bringing about the dynamic manifestation of His Purpose
for this cycle.
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I stand receptive to the Purpose, Power, and Will of God
as it is stepped down to me from my Soul.
I serve that Purpose, accept Its Power, and do the Will of God.
Right action is revealed to me and I am made whole.
I stand receptive to the precipitating Will
from the level of the Overshadowing Spiritual Soul
into my consciousness, and in turn,
a further precipitation of Divine Will
into the substantial forces of my bodies via my mind.
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Living the Energy of Aquarius
AQUARIUS is a fixed air sign initially focusing the 7th Ray of Magic through
Uranus and then adding the 2nd Ray of Love/Wisdom. Though part of the cross of
fixed purpose, it is an energy characterized by constant motion, changing activity
and recurrent mutations leading the individual through opportunities presented to
illumination and group awareness. As the individual focus becomes more outgoing,
Aquarius relates and binds together Spirit and matter, Soul expression and Spiritual
consciousness, the field of service and the mode of attaining the goal into one
working and synthetic whole. Life and Love stream through this sign; Aquarian
Energy brings one further and deeper into group orientation, group consciousness
and Service.
The purpose of the Fifth Ray is to produce the equation of Spirit, Matter and
consciousness into such movement as to result in an experiencing (which we call
evolution) by every atom of consciousness of all that is possible to the sum total.
thus the consciousness knows in theory and actuality all that is possible to it from
the lowest to the highest State of Being.
This energy brings about a distinct shift from the Silent Stillpoint of Capricorn
which prepared us for the change. Characterized y movement, the creative nature
of Aquarius relates one to Love and the Freedom involved in creativity relates to
Life. In the process we learn to work with the Law of Attraction and Repulsion,
which brings us into understanding the significance of cycles. The dynamic energy
called Aquarius expands the consciousness, enabling one to enter the Group state.
In deep Silence Aquarian energy promotes the attunement and interplay of the
persona’s meditation with that of the Soul until the two are one, thus increasing our
ability to practice the science of impression and to focus expansion of
consciousness it strengthens the group as well as group awareness and promotes
synthesis in activity.
Water of Life am I, poured forth for thirsty men.
WHITE MAGIC is the Service responsibility of the Conscious Spiritual Soul
incarnate within the etheric body of humanity. Each person sounding the note of
his true identity as Soul – then as Monad – is what humanity is thirsting for. This is
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the Plan made manifest in Aquarius. Humanity is the vessel through which the
Creative Word and all that is Good, True and Beautiful pours into the lower planes.
Ray 5 in Aquarius brings knowing in contrast to faith into the consciousness of
humanity. We know the beauty of our inter-relatedness, our place and purpose,
within the One Life and our realization of Being takes on a dynamic one-pointed
sense of unique response-ability.
I stand receptive to the downward and outward movement of the Soul
which produces Its inward and upward growth.
The purpose of the 5th Ray is to produce the equation of Spirit, Matter and
Consciousness into such movement as to result in an experiencing (which we call
evolution) by every atom of consciousness of all that is possible to the sum total.
Thus the consciousness knows in theory and actuality all that is possible to it from
the lowest to the highest State of Being.
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Living the Energy of Pisces
PISCES is a mutable water sign focusing the Second Ray of Love/Wisdom
through Jupiter into our world. On the Path of conscious evolution additionally the
energy of Divine Will is focused through Pluto and works to direct the fluid,
sensitive temperament of the aspirant to become responsive to Soul
impression. The process awakens the individual to awareness of Spiritual Being
while in the physical form, thus generating a sense of being pulled apart in
opposing directions, yet unable to let go of either. In this push/pull/transformation
process the understanding and the use of the Divine Will necessarily become an
integral part of the individual. When the persona has reached a point of
purification, of dedication and of illumination, the attractive power of the Soul can
function. First fusion, then synthesis of the two will take place.
I leave the Father’s Home, and turning back, I save.
FIRE OF SYNTHESIS is Three Fires as One Fire, the Deva of Synthesis. This
Deva constitutes the perfect equation between Spirit, Matter and Consciousness
and is the precipitating Agent of the Divine Plan of any Great Life with Whom It is
associated. Christ within humanity must be the directing Agent of the sacrificial
Fire of Synthesis – that Fire which consumes the apparent barriers between the
many frequencies of Life.
The fluidity of Pisces demands that the will be engages in order to hold one’s focus
so that the purification process can occur. From that still point one becomes aware
of the multiple, interlacing cycles of life that push and pull us invoking Balancethe integration of Wisdom and Knowledge, the synthesis of Spirit and matter.
Trust in the process is essential.
As Piscean energy purifies, the current serves to bind the higher being to the lower
creating its body of expression, a necessary process in our evolution. Meditation
creates the space, Intention generates the process as Purposeful Being and Living is
realized.
Rays 2 & 6 in Pisces emphasize Cosmic Divine Love-Wisdom and the Ideal of
Right Relationship within and between all Beings, all expressions of the One Life.
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I stand receptive to the Divine Ideas of the
Overshadowing Spiritual Soul
before they have taken form.
I stand receptive to that Love which is my Soul and
Truth is made known to me.
The old form is sacrificed, its Truth revealed and clothed anew in the Fire of
Synthesis. Truth is carried forward to the next cycle of creation.
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Living the Energy of Aries
ARIES, a fire (mental energy) sign on the cardinal cross, is the gate through which
the First Ray Energy of Will enters the Planetary Life. It is the energy of birthing
ideas, new beginnings, reorganization, reorientation, repolarization and
regeneration, and is very dynamic. Ruled by Mars and the Sixth Ray of Idealism,
the energy also focuses through Mercury and the Fourth Ray of Harmony through
Conflict. Hence, one attains through strife and/or through vision. The nature of
Arian Energy can be described as creation, being, activity, strife leading to
synthesis. Aries creates activities, conditions and processes leading to the
manifestation of Soul in form, then Spirit through Soul with Life pervading and
synthesizing them all. The purpose of the tests of Aries is right use of mind and
mental control.
Right use of mind is essential to meeting the dynamic shifts, the energetic changes
filled with Purposeful potential which characterizes Aries. One must renounce the
outworn to recognize the new, which readjusting constantly to the inflow of
Spiritual Will. Intent and discipline enable the power of directed purpose that
brings the change toward incarnated spirituality.
I come forth and from the plane of mind, I rule.
Via IMPOSED RHYTHMIC CONTROL a disciple assumes his own area of
responsibility in the network of all relationships and carries out his purpose as a
cooperative leader within the Divine Plan for humanity. In Aries we synchronize
our heartbeat with the Pulse of the Cosmic Heart.
Rays 1 & 7 in a dynamic relationship in Aries bring the Purpose of the One Life
directly into every manifesting aspect of our Planetary Life and Affairs in everincreasing Power and Potency.
I stand receptive to the Purpose, Power, and Will of God
as it is stepped down to me from my Soul.
I serve that Purpose, accept Its Power, and do the Will of God.
I stand receptive to the precipitating Will
from the level of the Overshadowing Spiritual Soul into my consciousness,
and in turn, a further precipitation of Divine Will
into the substantial forces of my bodies via my mind.
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Living the Energy of Taurus
With all Seven Ray Energies reaching the individual directly or indirectly through
Taurus, it produces constant activity on all levels. A fixed earth sign, its essential
nature is desire in all its forms, from the lowest most selfish expression to the
Divine Will, which we know as the Will to Love and Goodwill. Thus, this energy
can produce a feeling of being pulled in many directions. Through the ruler Venus,
focusing the Fifth Ray of Knowledge, the individual is led from an outward focus
by shedding light on the inner. On the Spiritual Path Vulcan focuses a will that
takes one to the depths of concrete experience in the natural world and forges the
vehicle for Soul expression by bending the will of the personal to that of the
Greater Self. Through the use of creative force the disciple learns right
understanding of the Law of Attraction as well as the right use and control of
matter always with the goal of illumination.
Taurean energy focuses and grounds the Will of God in the three worlds of
humanity. Dynamic, yet stable, on receiving the energy one stands in isolated
unity, yet knows s/he is not alone. Intuition, realization, stillness and joy
characterize the energies, enabling one to focus more intensely and leading to
directing, rather than just receiving illumination.
I see, and when the eye is opened, all is illumined.
CREATING RIGHT ECONOMY necessitates setting the right intent and
relationship between our Divine Economy and every aspect of our daily life and
affairs. Let your eye be single in the use of Economy.
Ray 4 in Taurus sees clearly the Beauty and Harmony of the Divine Economy of
the One Life and demands an imposed rhythmic control of all the devas of the
three-world economy to likewise be in perfect harmony with one another.
I stand receptive to the Sound of the Overshadowing Soul.
Aspire to sense the frequency of that Silent Sound,
To understand its meaning,
And to then reproduce it harmonically
Within the world of the persona,
Realizing that this vibration,
This harmony
Is an attribute of the Soul.
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Living the Energy of Gemini
GEMINI is a mutable air sign focusing Love/Wisdom. The rulers are Mercury
focusing the Fourth Ray Energy of Harmony through Conflict and Venus focusing
the Fifth Ray of Scientific Knowledge. Together they indicate work on the mental
plane. Characterized by fluidity of mind, Gemini gives us the energy needed for
the evolution of consciousness. Its rhythm is a pulsating attraction and repulsion
leading one to attempt to resolve duality into synthesis. The struggles and
difficulties of the motion will ultimately yield full group and then planetary
consciousness. The opportunity and the challenge of the one on the Path are to give
this very fluid energy the structure that results in alignment of body, Soul and
Spirit.
Gemini brings a dissonance characterized by extreme fluidity of mind as well as a
very stable groundedness. That fluidity serves to break down old patterns of being
in order to bring body, soul and Spirit into the Right Relationship which is Love.
The individual can then re-pulse Love energy into her/his sphere of influence. Joy,
Creativity and Life More Abundant bring a feeling of anticipation as we enter a
New Age. Inclusive, expansive Gemini provides a field of Love/Wisdom that
facilitates establishment of right relationship (not only with people, but also
creatures, things, processes even energy itself) through intuitive and illumined
living.
I recognize my other self and in the waning of that self, I grow and glow.
COMMUNICATION IS CREATION. The communication of Deity creating
Deity fills the void with sound and reproduces a unique Harmonic. Every person is
a sound, a being – a unique, intrinsic and harmonic note within the Word of a
greater Life. When each note of a Total Word sounds its intrinsic harmony, the
Great Being Whose Name It Is becomes Centered within the Greater Being of
Whom It is a Communication.
Ray 2 in Gemini carries the purest expression of Cosmic Love-Wisdom available
to our Solar System – this is the expression of the Cosmic Christ. Humanity is the
vehicle through which the Planetary Logos is bringing Cosmic Truth into focused
expression.
I stand receptive to that Love which is my Soul and
Truth is made known to me.
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Living the Energy of Cancer
CANCER is a cardinal water sign focusing the Fourth Ray of Harmony through
Conflict. The Sixth Ray of Idealism is dominant. Called the sign of rebirth, the
nature of the energy is to nurture the Divine Spark within the form, first as instinct,
then as intellect. Cancer also nurtures the forms and the feelings through which the
Soul is awakening to the three worlds of physical, emotional and mental activity
and comes to know God in manifestation. On the Path, Cancer acts as a magnet for
the transformation of intellect to intuition. We are told the Soul reaches the
individual at first through the emotions. Thus this watery sign provides a direct
conduit through which the individual can be touched. We recognize this energy
both as a nurturance of all that is best in us and then as a divine discontent that
pushes us forward. The Energy of Cancer develops and requires correct use of
instinct, intellect and intuition.
With sure alignment that connects to Source we build the lighted house that is
humanity’s new civilization. As the crab sloughs its shell, we release outworn and
negative thought pattens in order to joyfully build a fluidly responsive instrument
for Monad using the Law of Attraction- Love and Re-pulse action.
I build a lighted house and therein I dwell.
EMBODIMENT: Spirit sounds Its Note and moves into matter resulting in the
phenomenon we call Light. Soul is the realization of this Divine Relationship. The
process of liberation of the imprisoned consciousness serves the parallel evolutions
of deva and consciousness. Both seek to build a vehicle capable of embodying
realization of the fullness of self.
Rays 3 & 7 in Cancer are Intelligent Activity manifesting within every aspect of
the three-fold human instrument eventually bringing about the realization of that
Lighted House which is our contribution to the living expression of the One Life.
Right action is revealed to me and I am made whole.
I stand receptive to the precipitating Will
from the level of the Overshadowing Spiritual Soul into my consciousness,
and in turn, a further precipitation of Divine Will
into the substantial forces of my bodies via my mind.
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Living the Energy of Leo
LEO is a fixed fire sign ruled on all levels by the Sun and therefore intensely
focusing the Second Ray Energy of Love/Wisdom. Experience within this facet of
the energy reveals the need to discipline ourselves, thus purifying and allowing for
intensification of Light. The Love/Wisdom focusing through this sign guides the
persona towards knowing the self in relation to others, to the environment and the
world, to the soul and to Spirit until deep sensitivity is developed and true
awareness of the Self is reached. Leo works to establish the ego and then leads
from egomania to a healthy love of Self that recognizes and later identifies with
others. A magnetic loving energy, it fuses, blends, amalgamates and synthesizes,
strengthening the individual and later the groups/Group in which we find
ourselves.
Leo’s dynamism as it shatters (1st ray) outworn patterns and attracts (2nd ray) the
new requires a focused stillness in order that the persona and Soul can merge more
completely and that one can turn consciously (5th ray) towards Monad.
I am that and that I am
ALIGNMENT: FUNCTION, RESPONSIBILITY, LEADERSHIP
Our alignment is a component of the Great Alignment of Beings from the ONE
ABOUT WHOM NAUGHT MAY BE SAID to the Cosmic Christ, to our Solar Logos, to
the Triangle of the Avatar of Synthesis, our Planetary Logos and the Christ; from
Shamballa to Hierarchy to Disciples in the three worlds of human endeavor to
humanity and the lower Kingdoms of Nature. Each Being takes responsibility for a
function and thus is a cooperative leader. This is the Divine Law and Order of Life.
Ray 1 focuses and interprets the Cosmic Ray of Love-Wisdom. Ray 5 analyzes
and organizes the incoming Energies to facilitate their practical utilization in every
aspect of their applicability.
I stand receptive to the Purpose, Power, and Will of God
as it is stepped down to me from my Soul.
I serve that Purpose, accept Its Power, and do the Will of God.
I stand receptive to the downward and outward movement of the Soul
which produces its inward and upward growth.
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Living the Energy of Virgo
VIRGO: the most mysterious of all the signs. Virgo is the earth sign of the mutable
cross and focuses the Fourth, First and Second Ray Energies. One’s experience in
this sign is made more complex because eight other signs pour their energies
through Virgo via their ruling planets. Furthermore, Virgoan Energy is difficult to
recognize because it nurtures those deep experiences and processes begun in the
depths of one’s being; the light of understanding increases via slow, gentle, yet
powerful crises and periodic developments that ultimately lead to the expansions of
consciousness. Just as a mother is focused on the child during pregnancy, Virgo’s
Energy leads us to focus on our inner being, the Soul and its worlds. As energy
follows thought that inner Being is nurtured and relationship is established with it
in order that it can be birthed at the appropriate time in the three worlds of human
endeavor. Virgo concerns the whole goal of the evolutionary process, the Christ
Consciousness, and its process is synthetic. The individual using Virgo’s Energy
steps toward union with both Spirit and matter. The lesson is that no truth is
complete or even real which does not include its opposite and all that occurs in
between.
Virgo requires an intense focus with attention to detail that brings us into conscious
relationship with the essence of synthesis-the Christ within. Every single action in
the three worlds of human endeavor must become sacred acts manifesting the
consciousness of the soul. Virgoan energy has the capacity to render this a
beautiful experience. The resultant new felt energy/frequency/presence is the
birthing into full expression via humanity of the seed of the next kingdom to
manifest on Earth.
I am the mother and the child, I, God, I, matter, am.
DIVINE ADJUSTMENT & EMPATHY: From our focus within Ashram and our
higher alignment we release into the consciousness and life and affairs of humanity
that Divine Adjustment that is needed to transmute opposition into opportunity.
With empathy for the condition of humanity, prisoners within form, we are
instruments of the Grace of Christ, relieving fear and sorrow and providing hope
and joy.
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Ray 2, Love-Wisdom, can only be truly understood via experience – experiencing
Love within each of the three planes of human expression and then knowing Love
within Ashram. Ray 6 enables us to maintain the Fire of Steadfastness and
Devotion to the Divine Plan for humanity and our service relationship within the
Plan.
I stand receptive to the Divine Ideas of the
Overshadowing Spiritual Soul before they have taken form.
I stand receptive to that Love which is my Soul and
Truth is made known to me.
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